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Abstract 

This study is performed to identify the customer braking behaviors of Articulated haulers. 

The data files from the different customer sites are used to analyses the data. The braking 

definition for the braking event was created to identify the braking events by using of 

output braking pressure. Also the statistical features related to the vehicle were calculated 

for  identified braking events. Furthermore the braking events were classified according 

to the classification rules which were created based on calculated statistical features.  

The final results ( classification)  motivates and satisfies with the  aim of the project.  
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1. Introduction 

This project is carried out at VOLVO Construction Equipment (CE),Sweden. 

VOLVO is a leading company which produce articulated haulers, wheel 

loaders, excavators, road development equipment. Volvo manufacturing sites 

are located in Europe, Asia, North America and Latin America.[ ]  

An articulated haulers is a truck that is classified as a heavy duty motor 

vehicle. They are typically used in excavations of quarries, at construction 

sites or in mining, etc. here they are used for the transportation of material.  

Articulated haulers are so-called all wheel drives vehicle and include two 

basic sections, the front and rear sections. The front and rear sections are 

connected with each other via a joint and by hydraulic rams. 

Tests called test track drive are performed by VOLVO at a private test track 

for all the finalized products in order to ensure the quality of the product 

before they delivered to the customer. The private test track is designed by  

VOLVO to be suitable for the quality control of a finalized product. 

The test track is basically designed to provide road conditions similar to 

those an articulated hauler may face on customer sites, a combination of 

large pot holes, mud, stones, downhill, uphill, etc.  

Today, the load carrying structures of the articulated haulers are designed 

based on test track measurements of relevant quantities on the articulated 

haulers.  A challenge is however the drivers’ braking behavior as they may   

differ depending on the  driver and the conditions of the site. 

1.1 Background and problem description 

Sometimes, some mechanical components of the braking system of the 

hauler have been failed because of fatigue.  

 Failures because of fatigue is a one of the major causes of failure when 

structures are subjected to cyclic loads. Fatigue failures occurs in structures 

even when their experienced stress range is far below the ultimate material 

strength. Fatigue failure is the most common type failure of most mechanical 

structures such as motor vehicle, machines, compressors etc. [ ] 

Most of the designers and companies face challenges today when it comes to 

the design of the machines for long fatigue life while increasing the 

performance of the machines in combination with weight and cost 

optimizing components and systems.  

The fatigue strength varies due to variation in material properties and 

variation because of the manufacturing process. Hence, even under the same 
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loading conditions, the fatigue lives of two components from the same batch 

may differ [ ].  

Furthermore, this phenomenon is extremely complicated to define for a real 

system. Also, fatigue life of a machine component or structure depends on 

parameters such as damping that is very difficult to determine based on data 

measured on a real system [ ]. 

Haulers are subjected to different loadings over time such as static and 

dynamic loads during operation and failure occurs as result of the time 

varying loads. Hence, the braking behaviors of customers are likely to 

influence the fatigue life of the mechanical components of the articulated 

hauler.  Thus, it is of importance to understand how the customers are using 

the brakes of their machines in order to increase the knowledge concerning 

braking events to further increase the accuracy in the  prediction of fatigue 

life of the mechanical components of haulers.  

Fecher et al. [ ] introduced the methods and results obtained from test using 

90 drivers and assess their driver and braking behaviors  with passenger cars 

and trucks. The test was carried out by using Darmstadt Dummy as a tool. 
The Darmstadt test and evaluation method with EVITA - Experimental 

Vehicle for Unexpected Target Approach was used to test the active hazard 

braking [ ].   

Sang Jo Choi et al. [ ] researched about the   recent advancement in the 

analysis and classification of driver behavior in actual driving scenarios. In 

this study, the steering wheel angle, vehicle speed, brake status, and 

acceleration status of the vehicle are used to describe the driver behaviors 
[ ]. 
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1.2 Aim and purpose 

The  aims of this project is to get proper understanding of customer braking 

behaviors.     

 

1.3 Objectives 

1. Identify the different types of  braking behaviors performed by 

the customers. 

2. Classify the braking behaviors  
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3.0 Methods and Materials 

Volvo CE provided a data set for articulated haulers acquired at customer sites 

while operating the haulers in actual service conditions. The data set consisted of 

699 files where each of the files contains data vectors containing information 

about output brake pressure, vehicle inclination, vehicle velocity, current gear, 

oil temperature, etc. To identify braking events and their properties from the 

provided data set the MATLAB  software  was utilized.  

Since the primary aim of this project is to identify the braking events of the 

vehicle, it is important to define braking event based on the information available 

in the provided data vectors. The output braking pressure was arbitrarily chosen 

to create the braking definition. The output brake pressure is a raw vector and the 

number of samples are differ from file to file. 

It is important to find a total time period for particular data set before analyze. In 

this scenario, sampling frequency fs  plays significant role.   

Sampling frequency of a data signal as fallows; 

  Sampling frequency = 1 / Sampling time interval  

Total time = Sampling time interval * number of samples 

3.1  Creating a Braking definition. 

In order to create a breaking definition, an output breake pressure vector was 

initially chosen. In order to identify breaking events from a brake pressure vector 

suitable output breaking pressure levels has to be selected to define when 

breking is actually considerd to start and to stop. The selected pressure vector 

consisted of  42000 samples and the limit for the start of braking was selected to 

40Pa and for the stop of a braking event the limit was selected 32Pa.   

  

3.2 Calculation of features for braking events. 

The parameters, output brake pressure, vehicle velocity, current gear and vehicle 

inclination were selected to calculate features related to braking events. 

Output braking pressure is a parameter that provides information about the 

braking pressure of the vehicle when moving and standing still. 

Vehicle velocity is a another important parameter and it provides information 

about  the speed of the vehicle. 
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Current gear is a parameter that provides information about the gear position  

of the vehicle as well as the driving direction of the vehicle such as forward or 

reverse.  

Vehicle inclination is a parameter that provides information about inclination of 

the vehicle when driving  down-hill or up-hill.  

The calculated features of the parameters were: Max pressure, mean pressure,  

minimum pressure, delta velocity, mean velocity, minimum velocity, mean 

inclination, max inclination, minimum inclination , mean gear, max gear and 

minimum gear of each braking events. 

Features related to output brake pressure  

 Max pressure –The max output braking  pressure of the each braking 

events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ max” 

 average pressure – The average output braking  pressure of the each 

braking events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ mean” 

 Minimum pressure – The minimum output braking  pressure of the each 

braking events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ min” 

 

Features related to Vehicle velocity 

2 Max velocity – The max vehicle velocity of the each braking events was 

calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ max” 

 

3 Mean velocity – The average vehicle velocity of the each braking events was 

calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ mean” 

 Minimum velocity – The minimum vehicle velocity of the each braking 

events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ min” 

 delta velocity – The delta velocity was  calculated  by the velocity of  

first sample subtracted from the velocity of last sample of braking event 

V1 – Velocity of the first sample of the braking event 

V2 -  Velocity of the last  sample of the braking event 

 Delta Velocity = V1 - V2 

 Delta time  
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Delta time is defined as time per event such as  

Time for first sample – time for last sample of particular event. 

The Matlab codes for finding of time per each events as fallows. 

dt_per_sample=1/samplerate; 

Number_of_samples=length(p1); 

total_time=Number_of_samples*dt_per_sample; 

timevector=0:dt_per_sample:total_timedt_per_same; 

 eventsamples1 = EventList1(k,2)-EventList1(k,1); 

time_per_event = eventsamples1/samplerate; 

 W = time_per_event';  

File_Table(k,4)= W;  

Features related to vehicle gear position 

 Max  current gear – The max current gear of the each braking events was 

calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ max” 

 average current gear – The average current gear of the each braking 

events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ mean” 

 Minimum current gear – The minimum current gear of the each braking 

events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ min” 

 

Features related to vehicle inclination 

 Max  vehicle inclination – The max vehicle inclination of the each 

braking events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ max” 

 Mean  vehicle inclination –  The average vehicle inclination of the each 

braking events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ mean” 

 Minimum vehicle inclination – The minimum vehicle inclination of the 

each braking events was calculated  using MATLAB operator called  “ 
min” 
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3.3 Separation of  the standing still events and relevant brake events  

Before the actual identification of brake events, the signal segments 

corresponding to zero and very close to zero mean vehicle velocity and mean 

output break pressure greater than 3500 Pa were identified and not considered  in 

the identification of braking events. This type of events where classified as 

standing still events. Mean vehicle velocity is average vehicle velocity of each 

signal segment which is equal to zero or very close to zero and mean output 

brake pressure is average output brake pressure of a particular signal segment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Delta time versus delta velocity for standing still events. 

 

In Figure 4 Delta velocity is plotted versus Delta time for the relevant braking 

events where standing still events are excluded.  
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Figure 4: Delta time versus delta velocity for braking events. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 classification rules 

Classification 1 

The classification 1 considered the mean pressure (statistical feature). 

The relevant braking events were filtered by using threshold values 

which were  arbitrarily chosen  to classify the events as  soft , medium 

and hard events.  

  Soft event – mean output brake pressure smaller than or equal 100 Pa.   

(< = 100 Pa)  

Medium event – mean output brake pressure in between 101 Pa and 

1000 Pa.  

Hard event –  mean output brake pressure in between 1001 Pa and 3500 

Pa.  
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Classification 2 

The classification 2 considered the delta velocity. The relevant braking 

events were filtered by using threshold values which were  arbitrarily chosen  

to classify the events as  sudden , short and long events.  

 

Sudden event – delta time greater than or equal 0 seconds and smaller than 

or equal to 20 seconds     

Short event – delta time  greater than 20 seconds and smaller than or equal 

to 150 seconds   

Long events - delta time greater than 151 seconds and smaller than or equal 

to 5000 seconds       

 

Classification 3 

The classification 3 considered the average vehicle inclination. The  

relevant braking events were filtered by using threshold values which 

were  arbitrarily chosen  to classify the events as  soft-uphill, soft-

downhill, medium-uphill, medium- downhill ,hard-uphill, and hard-

downhill.  

 

Soft-uphill events- output brake pressure  smaller than or equal to 100 

Pa and  mean vehicle inclination greater than  0m    
 

Soft-downhill events - output brake pressure  smaller than or equal  to 

100 Pa and  mean vehicle inclination smaller than  0m  
 

Medium-uphill events - output brake pressure  greater than 101pa and  

smaller than or  equal to 1000 Pa and  mean vehicle inclination greater 

than  0m 
 

Medium-downhill events - output brake pressure  greater than 101 Pa 

and  smaller than or  equal to 1000 Pa and  mean vehicle inclination 

smaller than  0m 
 

Hard-uphill events - output brake pressure  greater than 1001 Pa and  

smaller than  3500 Pa and  mean vehicle inclination greater than  0m 

 

Hard-downhill events - output brake pressure  greater than 1001 Pa and  

smaller than  3500 Pa and  mean vehicle inclination smaller than  0m 
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Classification  4 

The classification  4 considered the  average vehicle  current gear. The  

relevant braking events were filtered by using threshold values which 

were  arbitrarily chosen  to classify the events as  soft events-forward, 

soft events-reverse, medium events -forward, medium events reverse 

,hard events -forward, and hard events-reverse.  

 

Soft events – forward - output brake pressure  smaller than or equal to 

100 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear smaller than  0.    
 

Soft events -reverse - output brake pressure  smaller than or equal to 

100 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear greater than  0. 
 

Medium events - forward - output brake pressure  greater than 101 Pa 

and  smaller than or  equal to 1000pa and  mean vehicle current gear 

smaller than  0 
 

Medium events- reverse - output brake pressure  greater than 101 Pa 

and  smaller than or  equal to  1000 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear  

greater than  0 
 

Hard events - forward - output brake pressure  greater than 1001 Pa 

and  smaller than  3500 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear smaller than  

0 

 

Hard events- reverse - output brake pressure  greater than 1001pa and  

smaller than  3500 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear greater than  0 

Classification 5 

The classification 5 considered the  average vehicle  current gear  and 

average vehicle inclination (statistical feature). The  relevant braking 

events were filtered by using threshold values which were  arbitrarily 

chosen  to classify the events as  soft-uphill-forward events, soft-

downhill-forward, medium-uphill-forward events, medium-downhill-

forward , hard-uphill-forward events, and hard-downhill-forward events.  

 

Soft-uphill-forward events - output brake pressure  smaller than or 

equal to 100 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear smaller than  0 and   

mean vehicle inclination greater than  0m 
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Soft- downhill-forward events - output brake pressure  smaller than or 

equal to  100 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear smaller than  0 and mean 

vehicle inclination smaller than  0m 

 

Medium-uphill-forward events - output brake pressure  greater than 

101 Pa and  smaller than or  equal to  1000 Pa and  mean vehicle current 

gear smaller than  0 and   mean vehicle inclination greater than  0m 

 
 

Medium- downhill-forward events - output brake pressure  greater 

than 101 Pa and  smaller than or  equal to  1000 Pa and  mean vehicle 

current gear  smaller than  0 and mean vehicle inclination smaller than  

0m 

 
 

Hard-uphill-forward events - output brake pressure  greater than 1001 

Pa and  smaller than  3500 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear smaller 

than  0 and mean vehicle inclination greater than  0m 

 

 

Hard- downhill-forward events - output brake pressure  greater than 

1001 Pa and  smaller than  3500 Pa and  mean vehicle current gear 

smaller than  0 and mean vehicle inclination smaller than  0m 
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4.0 Results 

4.1 Classification summery 

4.2 Classification 1 
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4.2 Classification 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Breaking events classified according to classification rule 1 versus 

delta time and mean output brake pressure for soft, medium and hard events. The 

X-axis representing delta time in seconds and Y-axis representing mean pressure 

in Pa . 

 

 

In figure 6 breaking events classified according to classification rule 1 for soft , 

medium and hard breaking events, are shown verses delta time and mean output 

brake pressure in Pa. Observe, classification rule 1  results in that the number of  

hard events exceeds the added number soft and medium events. Furthermore, the 

delta time periods for the highlighted hard events encircled by the yellow line are 

substantially higher as compare to the delta time periods for soft and medium 

events.   
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4.3 Classification  2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Breaking events classified according to classification rule 2 versus 

delta time and mean output brake pressure for sudden, short and long events. 

The X-axis representing delta time in seconds and Y-axis representing mean 

pressure in Pa . 

 

In figure 7 breaking events classified according to classification rule 2 for 

sudden, short and long breaking events, are shown verses delta time and mean 

output brake pressure in Pa. Observe, classification rule 2 results in that the 

number of sudden events exceeds the both the number soft and medium events. 

Furthermore, the mean output brake pressure of the short and sudden events that 

are encircled by the blue line is substantially higher as compared to the long 

events, encircled by the black line, mean brake pressure.    
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 4.4 Classification 3 

Classification based on current gear -  Delta Velocity Vs Delta Time when 
Reversing 

 

     Figure 8: Breaking events classified according to classification rule 3 , 

soft, medium and hard event, versus delta time and delta velocity for 

reversing vehicle. The X-axis representing delta time in seconds and Y-axis 

representing delta velocity in meter per second . 

 

In figure 8 breaking events classified according to classification rule 3 for soft, 

medium and hard breaking events, are shown verses delta time and delta velocity 

for a reversing vehicle. For the soft events the delta velocity varies from -5 to +5 

m/s and for the hard and medium events the velocity varies from -10 to +20 m/s. 
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4.5 Classification based on current gear -  Delta Velocity Vs Delta Time when 

Forwarding 

 

 

                Figure 9: Breaking events classified according to classification 

rule 3, soft, medium and hard event, versus delta time and delta velocity for 

forward driving vehicle. The X-axis representing delta time in seconds and 

Y-axis representing delta velocity in meter per second and the origin is 0,0) 

 

In figure 9 breaking events classified according to classification rule 3 for soft, 

medium and hard breaking events, are shown verses delta time and delta velocity 

for a forward driving vehicle. For the soft events the delta velocity varies from -

10 to +10 m/s and for the hard and medium events the velocity varies from -60 to 

+30 m/s. 
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 4.6 Classification according to rule 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a)                                                                                     b)     

 Figure 10: a) braking events versus mean vehicle inclination and delta 

velocity when the vehicle is driving downhill and b) braking events versus 

mean vehicle inclination and delta velocity when vehicle is driving uphill. 

 

Figures 10 a) and b) shows braking events for down-hill driving respective  as 

up-hill driving versus mean vehicle inclination and delta velocity. In these 

figures the red line indicates zero delta velocity  and it may be assumed flat road 

driving. 
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 4.7 Classification 5  

 

Classification based on vehicle inclination -  Delta time Vs Delta velocity 

when uphill-forward driving 

 

 

 

Figure 11:   Breaking events classified according to classification rule 5, 

soft, medium and hard event, versus delta time and delta velocity when 

driving forward uphill. The X-axis representing delta time in seconds and Y-

axis representing delta velocity in meter per second. 

Figure 11 shows breaking events classified according to classification rule 5, 

soft, medium and hard event, versus delta time and delta velocity for 

forward uphill driving. The number of soft up-hill forward driving events 

are lower as compare to hard and medium events. 
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Classification based on vehicle inclination -  Delta time Vs Delta velocity when 

downhill -forward driving 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Breaking events classified according to classification rule 5, soft, 

medium and hard event, versus delta time and delta velocity when driving 

forward downhill. The X-axis representing delta time in seconds and Y-axis 

representing delta velocity in meter per second. 

Figure 12 shows breaking events classified according to classification rule 5, 

soft, medium and hard event, versus delta time and delta velocity for forward 

downhill driving. The number of soft downhill forward driving events are lower 

as compare to hard and medium events. 
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5.0 Conclusion and summery 

 

The thesis project aimed at increasing the understanding of the braking behaviors 

for articulated haulers at customers’ sites since they are likely to influence the 

fatigue life of the mechanical components of the hauler. An in depth 

understanding on how the customers are using the brakes of their machines is 

may enable a further increase in the accuracy in the fatigue life prediction of the 

mechanical components of haulers.  

 

Data from articulated haulers, output brake pressure, vehicle velocity, current 

gear and vehicle inclination, at different work sites have been used for analyzing 

the braking events and to classify them based on the five different classification 

procedures using data features. 

Before the actual identification of brake events signal segments that correspond 

to cases when the hauler is considered to be standing still, standing still events, 

where removed from the data vectors before the actual analysis and classification 

of brake events. The final results, the classification of brake events of articulated 

haulers at customer sites, may e.g. enable the simulation of the moments and 

forces acting on the hauler axels and thus to predict their fatigue. This may also 

be applicable to other mechanical components of an articulated hauler. 
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